Japanese had a hard time living in the camps, but they could do some thing like go to school and some activites and the adults could work. The Japanese had a lot of jobs depending on what they knew. Some were unskilled others were skilled workers and other were professional and technical workers. Those who worked got extra clothes to work in. The Japanese worked at least 176 hours a month, but still a lot to do.

**Where Did They Work**

Some Japanese worked inside of the camp and others worked outside the camp. The people who answered yes yes to questions no.27 and 28 could work outside the camp, but later they had to go to war. The unskilled workers worked as dishwashing, tray service (in the mess halls) farmers, and junior clerks. Skilled workers worked as nurses, accountants, motion picture operators, and cooks. Professional or technical such as dentists, engineers, teachers, and doctors. These people worked mostly inside the camp. The Japanese that answered yes, yes to questions no. 27 and 28 worked in frozen food companies, hotels, or the 100th Battalion (as soldiers, nurses, or translators).

Japanese Cooking in Camp

[Japanese Working In Kitchen](http://www.historycooperative.org/journals/ohq/107.4/davis.html)
How Much Did They Get Paid

The unskilled workers got the less paid job which Japanese got $8.00 a month. Skilled workers got $12.00 a month and professional or technical workers got $16.00 a month. The best wage was $19.00 a month. The doctors were the ones who got paid $19.00 a month, but few had this job. Mostly every Japanese earned $16.00 a month, but still women were paid separate. They got paid $12 to $19 dollars a month.

http://gainesjunction.tamu.edu/issue/vol3num1/mjones/

Japanese Woman

JOBS

Still Japanese did not have life like they us to even though they had things like if it were a town, but still for them it was like a jail. The jobs they had did get their minds off of things, but not completely. They would always miss some things of their life before the war.
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